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The Agenda
● What is Action Teacher Research?
● Our Story

○ How we formed the club!
○ How we picked our research question videos
○ What it looked like

● Break
● Our Research Share - John, Michele, Kathryn, Sally
● Your Turn! 

○ Reflect
○ Draft a Possible Research Question 
○ Carousel Brainstorm - Gallery Walk

● Why be a Teacher Researcher
● Questions/Comments



What is Action Teacher Research?

The introduction of this book:

If we knew what it was we were doing, it would not be 
called research, would it?   - Albert Einstein

“Teachers throughout the world are developing 
professionally by becoming teacher-researchers, a 
wonderful new breed of artists-in-residence. Using our 
own classrooms as laboratories and our students as 
collaborators, we are changing the way we work with 
students as we look at our classrooms systematically 
through research.” (xiii)



Teacher vs. Teacher Researcher

Graphic created by Gail Ritchie, FCPS retired teacher and teacher researcher.

“How do I find 
the time to do 
this work?”
         -Kathryn Gray

(novice teacher 
researcher)

“I don’t know how 
to NOT find the 
time to do this 
work. In the long 
run, it will save 
you time and 
it help kids!”

-Sally Donnelly
(seasoned teacher researcher)



2018 - We formed a Club!
Reflect Often, Then Act TR

1st Sat - Starbucks 
7:30-9:30 a.m.

2nd Wed - Sally’s
4-6pm

https://rotatrclub.wordpress.com/


Teacher Researchers follow these steps:

1. Pose  questions.  
2. Explore  published research related to questions.
3. Reflect  often on their own practice.  
4. Discuss  reflections with critical friends.     
5. Collect and Analyze  their data to gain insight.
6. State  findings based on their data analysis. 
7. Implement  changes in practice based upon their research.
8. Share  their findings with others.      Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ov3F3pdhNkk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ov3F3pdhNkk


Cast a research question! 

Password:  TeacherResearch

https://flipgrid.com/5e621e


What it looks like:
Reflecting Research Data Collecting



Exploring how  visuals and words can work together 
to inspire and support student learning

      What happens when a librarian 
  starts a reader’s sketch notebook?

John Re
Discovery Elementary



My Question: How can a tech coach best support a very diverse staff with 
personalized needs, wants, and comfort levels, in authentic technology 
integration? 

I found out:  
● Most teachers want to have some kind of technology PD & coaching with 

technology integration.
● Self-paced and self-taught learning + popping in/checking in by email are 

ways they like to learn, on topics they are interested in.
● Having a mostly asynchronous course with periodic check-ins for 

accountability (with videos, text, checklists, and a goal) helped with time 
management.

● CLT meetings, Open Lab concept for 
popular topics, 1:1 coaching, and
asynchronous options covers most needs. 

Michele Maurer
Technology Coach @ Fleet ES



My Question: What is the impact of 25 minutes of daily, 
systematic phonics instruction on the reading and 
writing progress of my Kindergarteners?

Units of Study in Phonics

I Found Out: 
● A daily 25 minute whole group time dedicated to 

phonics works to improve all students’ reading 
and writing. 

● Students enjoyed the phonics workshop. 
● Small group work needs to happen during 

writing workshop.
● Provide stepping stones for transfer: blending 

work and decodable texts in reading, along with 
sentence dictation and editing work in writing.

● It is was very difficult to fit handwriting into the 
day, let alone all portions of the phonics lessons.

Kathryn Gray
Kindergarten Teacher, Discovery ES



Sally’s Teacher Research
Reading 6 teacher at Swanson MS

MY 
QUESTION: 
What happens 
when 6th grs. 
are offered 
choice during 
Reading 
Workshop?

I found out:
● My teacher 

planning and 
teaching time is 
spent differently.

● Students are 
more motivated 
when given 
choice, especially 
when authentic 
products were 
involved.



IT’S YOUR TURN!
Cast a Research Question 

1. Reflect
2. Draft a Research Question
3. Discuss with Critical Friends



1. Reflection - 10 minutes

What could be your teacher research topic?                                                                                    
Here are some guiding questions to help you. Jot down your answers.

1. What are you curious about with regards to your teaching?
2. What are your thoughts and/or beliefs about how children learn that shape 

the way you teach?
3. What do you want to know more about?
4. What do you want to fix, start, or change?
5. What do you do really well? By researching this, you could systematically 

document what is working.



2. What might be MY QUESTION?

Try drafting a question using one of these stems:

What happens when….

What is … How can… 
Still stuck?

Take a peek at the list of questions by prior Teacher Researchers...



    3. Discussion with Critical Friends

Carousel Brainstorm   

1. Write your question BIG in the middle. 
2. Walk around and read questions. 
3. Jot down a suggestion, a question and/or a comment on the question page.

What happens when 6th grade 
students participate 

in Book Clubs?

How many 
books do 
you need?

Talk to my Reading teacher - she’d done this before

You might want to read a chapter about this in 
Guide to Reading Workshop by Lucy Calkins.



Why be a Teacher Researcher?       ELLIN

1. CHOICE - You choose your topic.
2. FOCUS - The monthly meetings keep your question in 

mind so you  stay focused on finding an answer.
3. COMPANY - Gathering with people not on your team/ 

not in your school is empowering. All can offer insight 
and perspective and you can do the same for them.

4. GROWTH - You definitely will get better at an aspect of 
teaching.

5. FUN - it is rewarding to work in the company of other.

https://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/cFi2osFg4s


Why be a Teacher Researcher?       

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y1lR_kyqLx4&t=1525


If interested, join us for the 2019-20 school year !

1. 1st Saturdays - Sally will be leading a group 
from 8-9:30 am at Shirlington Busboys&Poets.

2. 2nd Wednesday afternoons - Sally will 
lead a group from 4-5:30pm at Dorothy Hamm 
Middle School.

3. Follow along using  website as  guide 
along with critical friends.

* John will being doing the with a group at Discovery ES!

Use QR Code 
to form to share your 

interest in joining
https://forms.gle/NtKb

JZuyZwLwg6Rm9



Looking Ahead!

John, Michele, Sally and 
Lori Silver are sharing 

about:
APS Teacher Research 

at the Baltimore 
2019 NCTE Convention 

Friday, Nov. 22nd
9:30-10:45am
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APS Festival of the Minds Feedback!

We Want Your FOM Feedback

  https://tinyurl.com/2019fomfeedback

We Want Your FOM Feedback

https://tinyurl.com/2019fomfeedback

